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By Matthew Griffin

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. WINNNER OF THE CROOK S CORNER BOOK PRIZE 2016 This is a great
love story Edmund White, author of A Boy s Own Story Wendell Wilson, a taxidermist, and Frank
Clifton, a veteran, meet after the Second World War. But, in this declining textile town in a southern
US state, their love holds real danger. Severing nearly all ties with the rest of the world, they carve
out a home for themselves on the outskirts of town. For decades, their routine of self-reliant
domesticity - Wendell s cooking, Frank s care for a yard no one sees, and the vicarious drama of
courtroom TV - seems to protect them. But when Wendell finds Frank lying motionless outside at the
age of eighty-three, their carefully crafted life together begins to unravel. As Frank s memory and
physical strength deteriorate, Wendell struggles in vain to hold on to the man he once knew. Faced
with giving care beyond his capacity, he must come to terms with the consequences of half a
century in seclusion: the different lives they might have lived - and the impending,...
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It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- B a iley Lehner-- B a iley Lehner

Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte
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